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SCALEFOUR SOUTHWEST 2014
A part of RAILWELLS

The Town Hall, Market Place, Wells, Somerset BA5 2RB

Saturday 9th August - 10.30 to 17.30
Sunday 10th August  -  10.30 to 17.00

Adult - £6.00
Seniors/Unaccompanied Children - £5.00

Child aged 15-17 - £4.00
 Accompanied children under 15  -   Free

www.railwells.com

Scalefour Society members can use their Saturday tickets
on Sunday also, but must show their membership card and
have their ticket endorsed on Saturday. Photo: Wells Tourist  Office

Touris.............................

The Wells Railway Fraternity members welcome you to their
37th exhibition: Railwells, including Scalefour South-

west, is a very special show in the railway modelling calendar,
especially because the Wells Railway Fraternity is not a model
railway club. The Fraternity is a railway meeting organisation
(programme on the Railwells web site) and the exhibition has
always been put on to promote railway modelling. Railwells
therefore attracts railway modelling enthusiasts, who make up
the vast majority of the visitors. Those contemplating being a
railway modeller or are new to the hobby are particularly
welcome. Do not miss the East of Scotland 4mm Group’s
Burntisland layout, set in 1883, on its first visit to the West
Country.

Railwells 2014 is once again held in the historic setting of Wells
Town Hall, which has been enlarged this year with the addition
of a new hall, The Old Court Room. Scalefour Southwest is an
annual part of the exhibition, and this year is joined by a special
section for P87 featuring 3 layouts and a demonstration by Iain
Rice. Also attending will be the EM Gauge Society Enquiries and
Membership, 2mm Roadshow, Scale7 information and demon-
stration, and the Broad Gauge Soc 4mm sales and demonstra-
tion. The exhibition will have two layouts under construction to
show you how. There will be at least 57 exhibits this year
including 16 layouts, 20 traders, 10 demonstrators and other
displays. Whether you are considering constructing a layout or
not, it is always interesting to see what someone else has done.
All this will make the show well worth a visit.

Refreshments
Available all day, starting with breakfast baguettes,
going on to ploughman's lunches and afternoon
tea and cake.

Travel and Parking
Parking in Wells on a Saturday can be a problem,
so if you visit on  this  day then take the bus or
find a parking space and walk, as nothing is very
far. Sunday is a quieter day both in the city and
the exhibition.  However this year there will again
be free parking for those attending the exhibition.
Just follow the prominent Railwells parking signs.

About Wells
Wells, England’s smallest city, was granted a
Royal Charter by King John in 1201, awarding it
the status of a free borough. Wells takes it’s name
from the springs that rise in the gardens of the
Bishop’s Palace; this water flows through the
Conduit in the Market Place and on down either
side of the High Street.

Nestling at the foot of the Mendip Hills, the city is a conservation
miracle: its historic core preserved almost intact from the
Middle Ages. The magnificent Cathedral of St Andrew and its
green are jewels in a crown of ancient streets, glorious buildings
and characterful shops.

There is much to see and do; Saturday is one of two market
days each week. From the Market Place you go through Penni-
less Porch to the Cathedral, Vicar’s Close, the oldest complete
continuously inhabited street in Europe, and the museum. The
Bishops Place, again accessed from the Market Place, is protect-
ed by walls and a moat.

There are many places to visit nearby, Wookey Hole Caves and
Mill, Cheddar George, The East Somerset Railway, Glastonbury
Abby and Clarks Village outlet shopping centre at Street. There
is a good range of places to eat in the city from fish and chips
to top class hotels.

Wishing to stay over the weekend?
The Wells Tourist Information Centre can be reached on 01749
671770 or www.wellssomerset.com.

This Guide was correct when going to press, but for up-to-date
information please go to www.railwells.com  or
www.scalefour.org.  Organiser: Chris Challis    01749 938362
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THE prototype is unusual in that
it was originally built as a

branch from Bodmin Road in 1887:
the following year a second line
was built from Bodmin to Boscarne
on the LSWR, over which the GWR
obtained running powers as far as
Wadebridge. The GWR always
treated the two lines as a single
continuous branch, so that trains
always had to reverse at Bodmin
in order to complete their journey.

It was extraordinarily busy for a
branch line, and kept three loco-
motives and two sets of passenger
stock hard at work all day. Over 40
trains appear in the timetable for
the period between the two world
wars and, as a large proportion
ran through there were some 60
or so arrivals and departures each
day.

Another feature of traffic at Bodmin was the carriage of china clay from the Boscarne direction to Bodmin Road en-route to Par or Fowey
for shipment by sea, with the balancing working of empty wagons in the opposite direction.

The ruling gradient on the line was 1 in 40 up from Bodmin
Road, so that only locomotives with small ( 4' 7½") driving
wheels were normally used, and always chimney first to
Bodmin - however we have allowed ourselves some
modeller's license in our choice of motive power, with
occasional SR locomotives and coaches in addition to the
GWR ones.

The layout is modelled exactly to scale in all respects,
and is as accurate as our skills allow. Its dimensions are
24’6” x 4’6”.

BURNTISLAND played a key
role in transport history, for

it was here that the world’s first
roll on/roll off ferries entered
service.  The ingenuity of Thomas
Bouch was responsible for the
moving bridge connecting ship to
shore.  Prior to the building of the
Forth Bridge, these train ferries,
and the associated passenger
ships, formed part of the link
between Edinburgh and the east
coast of Scotland.

Once freed from the restraints of
the Scalefour Society competition
to build a layout in 18.83 square
feet, we have been able to get on
with enlarging the layout and
tackling the many fascinating
features of the wider site. So we
are able now to present the original
section with the significant
additions of the Train Ferry, with
its pioneering moveable bridge, the

Forth Hotel and Stables, the West Dock with working hoist and
turnplates, and a number of buildings.

The historical period: well, 1883, what else?   The first Tay
Bridge had fallen four years before our period, but No. 224
had been recovered, and – for evermore known as The Diver
– she can be seen on the layout. This period has meant
considerable research into train operation and signalling of the
period, as well as pretty well scratchbuilding everything.

The period chosen enables us to show the passenger trains
connecting with the ferries and the freight activity on and off the
train ferries. So there will eventually be much shunting, and we
have gone DCC to cope with all this anticipated movement.

Bodmin

Presented by the
North London Group

Burntisland

Presented by the
East of Scotland 4mm GroupPhoto: Jim Summers

Photo: Philip Hall
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ELCOT ROAD represents a
small section of the “Southern

Electric” system located
somewhere in the Croydon area.

Inspiration for the layout came
from the branch line originally
constructed in 1863 by the SECR
to link New Beckenham to
Croydon with a terminus at
Addiscombe Road.  Although the
line suffered mixed fortunes,
including being closed during
World War 1, it was re-opened
and electrified by the Southern
railway to meet the needs of
expanding suburban
development in the area.

Further inspiration came from the
coal concentration depot at
Chessington South, at the end of
the branch built by the Southern
Railway from the South Western
main line at New Malden, and
coal is one of the represented freight flows. In spite of the sources used, it was decided that Elcot Road had been built by the
London, Brighton and South Coast Railway and some of the buildings are based on LBSC prototypes.

The layout is set in 1988 and features a prototypical mix of
flat bottom track from the Colin Craig range and bullhead
track from Exactoscale. The Scalefour Society’s conductor
rail supports have been used for the all important third rail.
Most structures have been built from scratch, including a
brass platform canopy. Much of the stock is RTR items that
have been converted to P4 and with additional detailing
where required, with some kit built items. Control is very
firmly DC based, which works well.

MAINDEE EAST depicts a busy
engine shed in the Newport

area of South Wales round about
1961. The well-loved steam
engines are gradually being
replaced by the modern diesels,
giving the enthusiast plenty of
variety in motive power. The shed
itself draws much inspiration
from Radyr, just north of Cardiff,
and is representative of the
typical "Loans-Act" sheds, built
with government aid during the
1930s, and several examples still
exist including, of course, Didcot.

Rolling stock comes from a
variety of sources, ranging from
simple proprietary conversions to
fully scratchbuilt examples. The
two cranes always attract much
attention … the large Ransome
and Rapier 36-ton crane was built
from a GA Models kit, whilst the
small Taylor and Hubbard ash-

crane was scratchbuilt, mainly from plastic card. Most of the loco classes associated with the area are represented, along with
various visiting types. Traffic in and out of the shed includes such things as coal, ash, Enparts, sand and the breakdown train. Alex
Jackson couplings are used to facilitate shunting, and whilst the layout isn't run to a timetable, a sequence of the larger shunts is
followed … when we remember!

Visitors may remember a
description in the model press of
the smoke machine that was
used to provide a special visual
atmosphere. Unfortunately the
smoke has the tendency to set
off sensitive, modern fire
detection systems and so it is
not used in public any more.

Elcot Road

Photo: Simon Bendall

Presented by
Simon Bendall

Maindee East

Presented by
Steffan Lewis Photo: David Brandreth
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NOTTINGHAM GOODS was
built for the Scalefour

Society’s 1883 layout challenge
and is an attempt to portray a
corner of the Midland Railway
Goods Station in Nottingham
around 1923.

The original tall, square
warehouse with a canal
connecting to road and rail was
omitted as, at over 0.5m high, it
was found to be impracticable and
the Cheese and Corn Warehouse
Number 2 from Burton-on-Trent
was substituted in its place. It
makes the canal arrangement
wrong but it is not completely out
of place.  The canal may look as
though the barge would not be
able to pass through, however, all
of the clearances were checked
before the bridge and dock were
detailed.

The large warehouse has been left open on two sides
in order to show goods being manually transferred
from rail to road vehicles and stored in the building.
Most period photographs show these yards as being
crammed with wagons and horse-drawn road vehicles.
This may not always have been the case, but
Nottingham Goods is always well stocked with a
selection of appropriate wagons.

Nottingham
Goods

Presented by
Dave Barrett

Modelling in Scalefour John Chambers
Following on from his editorial piece in Scalefour News 187, John
will be available to show how he goes about his P4 modelling and
to attempt to answer your questions.

Model Making  Norman Solomon
Although best known for his wonderful trackwork commissions,
Norman will be happy to discuss any aspect of model making
with you.

How to Solder  Roger Sawyer
Soldering is often referred to as one of the ‘Dark Arts’ of railway
modelling. However, it need not be frightening. Roger will demon-
strate how easy it is, provided that you follow some basic rules.

Modelling in P87   Iain Rice
Tying in with the display of three inspiring P87 layouts this year,
well-known modeller and author Iain will demonstrate the tech-
niques necessary to succeed in this scale.

Track Construction  The Scale 7 group
Building one’s own trackwork is fundamental to railway modelling
when using an accurate track gauge. Here the tools and tech-
niques used for track construction will be on show.

Modelling in EM  Karl Crowther
Known for his articles in MRJ on layout and rolling stock construc-
tion, Karl will demonstrate techniques applicable to modelling in
4mm scale.

Broad Gauge Modelling Paul Townsend
Paul will be showing some 4mm Broad Gauge models under
construction using recent, comprehensive Broad Gauge Society
kits as the basis. He will show that Broad Gauge modelling can be
reasonably easy, based on the recommended P4 track and wheel
standards, although some experience in building finescale kits is
an advantage.

2mm Association Roadshow Paula Martin
This scale has a long history as the smallest practical fine scale
standard, and the Association exists to promote and facilitate
modelling to the ratio of 2mm:1ft. Members gain access to a
wealth of knowledge and to a wide, exclusive range of jigs, kits
and components to support working  in this fascinating scale.  Be
prepared to be truly amazed at the level of detail achieved by
modellers in 2mm.

Demonstrations

A master of the Dark Arts at work!
Photo: Philip Hall

Photo: Philip Hall
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N gauge
Bodmin  Ray Slack
1930s GWR branchline

P87
Huntleys Dock Brooklyn

Neil Kinison
American compact switching layout,
presented as a work in progress

Obbekaer         Geraint Hughes
Danish branch line railway

QUAI:87  Brian Harrup
Industrial canalside railways of Zobland

OO
Merryfield Lane  Plymouth &
District MRC
Western Region cross-country line 1948-
1956

EM
Clevedon   Andrew Ullyott
Weston, Clevedon & Portishead Railway 1936

S Scale
Melstock Intrinseca        Maurice Hopper
The country boards

1/48th scale
124 Maintenance Unit - Tunisia

Phil Smith
RAF WWII

O-16.5
Crackington Quay  Howard Martin
A cove on the North Devon/Cornwall border

Charmouth David Taylor
Marshwood Vale Railway, West Dorset

O gauge
Harford    Philip McGovern
Ex-GER country branch terminus set in the
1930s

Other Scales - Other Gauges

You can compare and contrast the scales with the help of
the following specialists:

The 2mm Association
For information visit www.2mm.org.uk

The EM Gauge Society
For information visit www.emgs.org

The Scalefour Society
For information visit www.scalefour.org

The ScaleSeven Group
For information visit www.scaleseven.org.uk

Melstock Intrinseca
Photo: David Brandreth

Clevedon
 Photo: Andrew Ullyott

QUAI:87
 Photo: David Brandreth
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Displays and Information

Maindee East forge
Photo: David Brandreth

Historical Model Railway Society
The Society for all interested in modelling or researching the
history of Railways in Britain. Join at our sales stand here today
and take immediate advantage of our members’ discounts. We
have much to offer including our computerised photographic
and drawings catalogue, Area Group meetings and HMRS
Stewards, our in-house research facilitators. See the full range
of our products and services at www.hmrs.org.uk.

Lynton & Barnstaple Railway
Opening in 1898, the Lynton & Barnstaple Railway in North
Devon and considered one of the world's most famous and
picturesque narrow gauge railways. Despite its attraction, It
closed in September 1935 due to declining passenger numbers.
After many years of closure, passengers can once travel along
a part of the original route above the Heddon Valley near
Parracombe and once again are able to experience a taste of
what is intended to one day become one of the ultimate
heritage railway experiences of the world! www.lynton-
rail.co.uk.

Missenden Abbey’s Railway Modellers’
Weekends
Learn new skills and develop existing ones under the guidance
of some of the best-known names in finescale modelling,
including Bob Alderman, Barry Norman, Ian Rathbone, Tim
Shackleton, Norman Solomon, Tim Watson and others. Whatev-
er your scale/gauge preferences we offer bespoke courses
catering for all the key aspects – loco-building, trackwork,
scenics, DCC/electronics, painting and lining, weathering etc.
There are three gatherings a year, each with a different blend.
Our aim is to help you build a working model that’s well on its
way to completion by the time you go home – relaxed, reinvig-

orated and well fed. In the exquisite parkland setting of this
centuries-old Abbey, you’ll find time and space to pursue your
hobby free of the usual distractions. It’s very much a hands-on,
practical experience in the company of modellers who enjoy the
good things in life (and modelling) just as much as you do. Find
out more at www.missendenrailwaymodellers.org.uk.

Pendon Museum
"Britain's best landscape diorama" - as described by Jane Insley
(curator, Science Museum, London) - uses highly detailed models to
bring the past to life in 1:76 scale. New this year is an
Introductory Gallery and redesigned presentation of John Ahern’s
groundbreaking Madder Valley Railway. Watch authentic
trains cross the Dartmoor scene with informative
commentaries and visit the Vale of White Horse from the 1930s.
Visit www.pendonmuseum.com for more details.

Somerset & Dorset Railway Trust
The Trust was formed in 1965, before the S&D line closed in
1966, as the Somerset & Dorset Circle. From 1969 to 1975 it
occupied Radstock station, then moved to Washford on the
West Somerset Railway, where it can be found today. For more
information visit www.sdrt.org or write to The Station,
Washford, Somerset, TA23 0PP.

The South Western Circle
We are a society for railway historians and enthusiasts
interested in the London & South Western Railway (LSWR).
With  a membership of over 500, we aim to enhance knowledge
of the LSWR and its successors with research and our quarterly
publication of the Circle's magazine The South Western Circular.
Modelling activities have a high profile, with a sales service,
and comprehensive drawing service, photographic and portfolio
collections.  We hold four meetings a year on Saturdays,
featuring illustrated talks on subjects related to the LSWR. For
more information on joining, please speak to one of our
members at our stand or see our website www.lswr.org.

Wells Railway Fraternity
The Fraternity is a railway meeting organisation, with meetings
from September to May on the second Tuesday of the month
here in Wells Town Hall.  Stop at this stand to find out more.
On display will be photos of the last year’s outings, and the
next season’s meeting programme will also be available. More
information can be found at www.railwells.com.

Elcot Road
Photo: David Brandreth
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Scalefour Southwest Trade Support
Stock up with all those essential items!

ASPIRE GIFTS & MODELS
Unit 9, Court Farm Business Park, Buckland Newton, Dorset
DT2 7BT
www.aspiregiftsandmodels.co.uk  01300 345355
RTR models and accessories

BRANCHLINES
PO Box 4293, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 9AA
www.branchlines.blogspot.co.uk   01373 822231
Rolling stock kits, motors,gearboxes and wheels

BROAD GAUGE SOCIETY SALES
4mm modelling sales officer:   4mm_scale@broadgauge.org.uk
www.broadgauge.org.uk/modelling/bgs_parts_prices_4mm.html
Kits and supplies for modelling the broad guage

C&L FINESCALE (including CARRS and EXACTOSCALE)
Aran Lodge, Severn Road, Hallen, Bristol BS10 7RZ
www.finescale.org.uk      01179 505 470
Trackwork and soldering supplies

COMET MODELS
‘Charnwood’, Firs Road, Ross on Wye, Herefordshire HR9 5BH
www.cometmodels.co.uk   05602 602118
Locomotive and rolling stock kits, motors and components

COOPER-CRAFT
Broom Lane, Oake, Taunton TA4 1BE
www.cooper-craft.co.uk   01823 461961
Etched and plastic rolling stock kits

DART CASTINGS (including MONTY’S MODELS and MJT)
17 Hurst Close, Staplehurst, Tonbridge Kent TN12 0BX
www.dartcastings.co.uk   01580 892917
Scenic modelling supplies and rolling stock accessories

DAVID GEEN KITS (including MALCOLM MITCHELL)
30 Silverwood Close, Dale Park, Hartlepool TS27 3QF
www.davidgeen.co.uk      01429 269600
Locomotive and rolling stock kits

DRAGON MODELS WALES
9 Kingsley Close, Sully, Penarth CF64 5UW
www.dragonmodelswales.co.uk  02920 531246
Etched rolling stock kits and transfers

EAST SOMERSET MODELS
The Railway Station, Cranmore, Shepton Mallet BA4 4QP
www.esmodels.co.uk   01749 880651
RTR models and accessories

EILEEN’S EMPORIUM
Unit 19.12 Highnam Business Centre, Newent Road, Gloucester
GL2 8DN
www.eileensemporium.com  01531 828009
Tools, painting and scratchbuilding supplies

FINNEY & SMITH
21 Bellott Drive, Corsham, Wiltshire SN13 9UQ
www.finneyandsmith.co.uk  01249 714085
Rolling stock kits, scratchbuilding supplies and tools

HISTORICAL MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY SALES
HMRS Museum & Study Centre, Midland Railway Centre, But-
terley Railway Station, Ripley DE5 3QZ
www.hmrs.org.uk    01773 745959
Publications, photographs and transfers

LYNTON AND BARNSTAPLE SALES
16 Williams Close, Longwell Green, South Gloucestershire, BS30 9BS
www.lynton-rail.co.uk 01598 763487
Preservation information and fundraising

MOUSA MODELS
745 High Road, Leytonstone, London E11 4QS
www.mousa.biz    020 8133 7547
Rolling stock kits and components

RAIL-BOOKS.CO.UK
9 Coney Close, Langley Green, Crawley, West Sussex RH11 7QA
www.rail-books.co.uk   01293 40613
New and secondhand books and periodicals

ROXEY MOULDINGS
58 Dudley Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey KT12 2JU
www.roxeymouldings.co.uk  01932 245439
Rolling stock kits, painting and soldering supplies

SCALEFOUR STORES
120 Hayhurst Avenue, Middlewich, Cheshire CW10 0BD
www.scalefour.org/stores/stores.html 01606 835708
Supplies for the discerning modeller

WIZARD MODELS (including MSE/51L)
P.O. Box 70, Barton upon Humber DN18 5XY
www.wizardmodels.co.uk   01652 635885
Rolling stock and signalling kits, components and supplies

ZTC CONTROLS
PO Box 95, Langport, Somerset TA10 1AR
www.ztccontrols.co.uk   0845 467 4240
DCC control systems and accessories

Published as part of Scalefour News No. 188. Edited and designed by James Dickie for the Scalefour Society.

Copyright is held by the authors, photographers and the Society.

The Scalefour Society Stand
Danny Cockling will be on hand to resolve any membership matters or to offer a
ready ear to visitors who would like to chat. Remember, it’s never too late to renew
your subscription!

Jeremy Suter and the Scalefour Stores will also be present at the show.  Avoid paying
postage for those heavy or bulky items, or simply stock up with the essentials. The
Society's new CD publication about railway structural engineering will be on sale, so
grab your copy now!

Burntisland brake
Photo: David Brandreth
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